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1 & 2 Timothy, Titus Sermon Series 
Supports: Session 4: Staying on Course  

Potential Sermon Title: Laboring for the Lord 
Passage: 1 Timothy 4:6-13  

	
	
	
Connection to 1 Timothy 4 
 
Paul called on the church to be sure of the truth of the gospel and to be aware of those things 
which are false. The way we do this, according to Paul, is to first be “nourished by the words of 
the faith and the good teaching,” (v. 6) and then to “pay close attention to your life” (v. 16). In 
other words, know and live out the Word.  
 
Introduction/Opening 
 
Many of us can no doubt remember our first job. Whether it was bagging groceries, changing oil, 
flipping burgers, or babysitting, it was something that made us feel like an adult. This was 
particularly true when we learned about the word “withholdings.” Yet, that first paycheck was a 
symbol of accomplishment and, to a degree, freedom.  
 
One of the valuable contributions of Christianity that goes unnoticed is our concept of the dignity 
of work. When we work well, we bring glory to God, provide for our families, and are enabled to 
give resources to further kingdom work around the world. The value of work is not confined to 
the monetary, as work is valuable no matter if one earns a paycheck from it or not.  
 
In this text, we look at labor not in terms of strictly vocation, but in how we serve and labor for 
God as Christians.  
 
Outline 
 

1. The Good Servant (1 Tim. 4:6-8) 
The one who serves Christ emphasizes both the importance of the Word and of living out 
the Word. (See Matthew 7:24-29.) 

a) Is Nourished by the Word (v. 6) 
Paul told Timothy that by pointing out “these things” to the brothers and sisters he 
will be a “good servant.” The “these things” refers to the “words” and “good 
teaching” later in the verse. The teaching of the Word is what nourishes our faith. 
Without a steady diet of God’s Word, our faith is susceptible to a lack of growth 
and maturity.  

b) Is Trained in Godliness (vv. 7-8) 
The servant of Christ is also one who takes the Word and applies it to their lives 
by training themselves in godliness. Paul compared the importance of this to 
exercise, then goes to show it is even more important to train in godliness as it has 
eternal impact.  
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2. Why We Labor (1 Tim. 4:9-10) 
Paul transitioned to why we labor in verses 9-10. Christians labor for Christ and not self 
or stuff because He is our hope and our joy. Since He is our Savior, we feel devotion and 
love for Him that drives us to seek to bring Him glory in our lives.  

 
3. How We Labor (1 Tim. 4:11-13) 

a) Be an Example (v. 12)  
Paul told Timothy that we are to be an example to others in five areas of life: 
speech, conduct, love, faith, and purity 
No matter what one’s age, station in life, or years a Christian, we can be an 
example of Christlikeness to those around us.  

 
b) Attend to your Calling (v. 13) 

Paul referenced Timothy’s particular vocation as a missionary and local church 
leader, in his duty to teach and proclaim the Word of God. Everyone has a 
vocation, gifting, and calling from God. It is the duty of each believer to attend to 
what God has put before them in each season of life.  

 
Conclusion 
 
As we reflect upon our duty to serve God as believers, it is helpful to reflect upon our heart for 
serving Him in our lives and in the church. Do we view serving as drudgery or as joy? Our 
answer to that question will play a big part in how faithful and fruitful we will be as we serve our 
Savior.  
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